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Genetic Algorithms - Heuristics
We can represent a tour of n symbols by a permutation of n-1 symbols, by deleting the predetermined last symbol of the tour. Thus, the tour <014253(0)> is equivalent to the permutation <014253>. 

1.	Ordinal Cross
The ordinal representation of a string replaces it by the relative position that the symbols would be assigned if the original string is iteratively truncated starting at the leftmost position.
Thus 	<124385967>  [112141311].
Given the ordinal representation of two parents p1 and p2, consisting of n symbols, a crossover is implemented at a given position c and the first (second) offspring o1 (o2 ) is the first part of the representation of p1 (p2 ) followed by the latter part of  the other parent.

Example 1. [Ordinal n = 9, c = 4]
p1  <1243 | 85967>  [1121 | 41311]  [112153321]  <124397865>  o1 
p2  <5178 | 94632>  [5155 | 53321]  [515541311]  <517862334>  o2

Note that the first symbols of the offsprings are a copy of one of the parents and the latter symbols are essentially random. The offsprings are n-c+1 swaps of the parents.  

2.	Order OX
Offspring o1 (o2 ) consists of the symbols of p1 (p2 ) between positions c1 and c2 and then the list the symbols of p2 (p1 ) unless they have previously occurred. 

Example 2. [OX: n = 9, c1 = 4, c2 = 7]
p1  <123 | 4567 | 89>  <456783129>  o1 
p2  <731 | 4295 | 68>  <429581367>  o2

3. 	Partial Map PXM
The symbols of p1 (p2 ) between positions c1 and c2 are swapped in a one to one manner and the other symbols are considered free. The symbols of an offspring consists of the free or swapped symbols of its parent. PXM will fail if the set of swapped symbols is not  consistent.

Example 3. [PXM4: n = 9, c1 = 4, c2 = 7]
Here the swapped relationships are 14, 85, 76, 67 and consequently, the free symbols are {2, 3, 9}. 
p1  <123 | 4567 | 89>  <*23 | 1876 | *9>  <423 | 1876 | 59>   o1 





We build a cycle of elements from p1, starting at the first element; we use element one in p2 as a pointer to the next element in p1; his element is listed in its current position and the corresponding element in p2 again acts as a pointer and we continue the process until a cycle of elements from p1 is derived. Elements from p1 not included in the cycle are replaced by the corresponding elements from p2 to form o1. The other offspring o2 is derived similarly.  

Example 4. [CX: n = 9]





p2   <  4    1    2    8    7    6   9    3     5  >

p1  <123456789>  <1234***8*>  <123476985>   o1 
p2  <412876935>  <4128***3*>  <412856739>   o2






 




